1. Introduction Let X be a random variable having a symmetrically truncated logistic distribution, with the proportion of truncation on either side as Q. For this distribution, some recurrence relations are established for single and product moments of order statistics. It is shown that starting frorc E(X K ) one oan calculate the k~th moment of all order statistics. These relations could be applied to obtain means, variances and covariances of order statistics for all sample sizes.
Let X be a symmetrically truncated logistic random variable with probability density function (pdf) (1.1) p(x) = Lo , elsewhere, 4 where Q (OcQss^) is the proportion of truncation on either side of the standard logistic distribution (case Q -0). If x P(x) = J' p(x)dx, then we see that Shah (1966 Shah ( , 1970 and Gupta, Qureishi and Shah (1967) . Exact moments and percentage points of the order statistics are given by -Gupta and Shah (1965) . Shah (1966 Shah ( , 1970 has obtained many recurrence relations for single as well as product moments of order statistics. Explicit finite series expressions for the moments of order statistics from doubly truncated logistic distribution given by Tarter (1966) a|re quite involved and difficult to use. In this paper, we obtain some recurrence relations for the moments of order statistics from a symmetrically truncated logistic distribution. Similar results for doubly truncated exponential distribution using identical methods have been recently given by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1983).
Relations for single moments
With p(x) as in (1.1), the pdf of X_. n for is
given by (see [_3j p.8)
where C_ " = {B(r,n-r+1)} , B(.,.) being the complete beta
function. The moments a* ' satisfy the relations given in the r • Ji following theorem, which generalizes the recurrence relation given by Shah (1970) for the untruncated case (Q --0). Proof. For 1^r^n-1, we have from equation (3.1) (r-1)a r>8sn + (s^)« r . 1f8in +(n-a+1)oc r _ 1>s _ 1j;n = = m r-1 ,s-1 sn-1 * However for the sake of completeness, we give some recurrence relations satisfied by the produot moments a _ (s-r>2) in f i o • n the following theorem, whioh can be proved in a manner similar to Theorem 3.1.
The o r e m 3. ing witha^^ = 0 and the computed Theorem 2.1 can be used to obtain the first two moments of all order statistics. For obtaining the matrix ((c*_ _.")) of product moments, the r«s • xx diagonal elements a can b 0 filled up first. Then starting fromot^ 2# g = 0, Theorem 3.1 could be used to obtain the elements just above the diagonal, viz.,a r (ljgr«n-2) and the remaining moment a n _ 1 n . Q g. n can be filled by symmetry. Next, a r r+2 . n (1^r«n-2) could all be calculated by using the recurrence relation given at equation (3.7) and so on, until ex 1 is calculated. Finally, I jQID the variance-covariance matrix ((<3_ ".")), where 6 = b »D r j s•n = a -«^."a can be calculated from the matrix of product moments. 
